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Scars of the Stars Scott Tierney Hent PDF Why do we find the mishaps of others amusing? Do we sort

pleasure in the falls from grace of our peers? Is it a primal, evolutionary urge to see the weaker of the pack
fall away, to be engulfed by a predator for the good of the herd? Or is it simply because the sight of someone

falling on their face is always hilarious? Probably the latter...In this book, you will find a collection of
occasionally agonising but always amusing accidents that have befallen the celebrities, sports stars and actors
of this world. From baseball players stabbing themselves in the stomach; singers falling down flights of stairs;
actors scalding their private parts and goalkeepers tripping over dogs, this is a celebration of clumsiness and
bad choices. The consequences may be painful and the scars everlasting, but hey, it's always funny when it

happens to someone else!
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